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Join The Wiggles in 48 pages of Easter fun with this GIANT Sticker Activity Pad!
Presents a suitable way to entertain little children at Easter. This title features fun, Easter-themed scenes with lively illustrations.
Including over 150 colourful stickers to decorate the pages, it presents lively scenes such as: Easter baking, hunting for eggs,
Easter bonnets, a tea party and an Easter parade.
Over 300 stickers come together to create dazzling Easter eggs and spring scenes in Crayola's brightest colors! This sticker by
number title is just a little different! Enjoy over 20 exciting puzzles to solve with a mosaic of colorful stickers on each page!
Crayola's families of bold colors combine with fun activities for an imaginative take on sticker by number books. Kids will love
completing each page and seeing the Easter scenes come to life through their stickers!
An activity and sticker book that introduces children to the biblical story of Easter. This colorful Easter book is packed with
activities that will engage children's imaginations while they learn the biblical story of the Easter holiday. Activities include coloring
pages, mazes, connect-the-dots, stickers, and more. The text covers the events of Holy Week, from the entry into Jerusalem
through the Resurrection of Jesus and his appearance to the apostles. Includes an answer page to puzzles. Ages 3-6.
Perfect for the holiday where sitting down to decorate is a beloved ritual comes a new addition to the bestselling series with over 1
million copies in print. Packed with 400 full-color Easter- and spring-themed stickers, EyeLike Stickers: Easter belongs in every
Easter basket and every crafter’s stash. The high-quality, photographic images are amazingly lifelike in color and detail. The
durable, reusable stickers are designed to be stuck on and peeled off over and over again without losing adhesive. Fuzzy chicks
and bouncy bunnies. Jelly beans, springtime flowers, pretty painted eggs, and wobbly-legged lambs. Use them to decorate
notebooks, cards, scrapbooks, crafts, party invitations or create a lively scene on the book’s inside covers—which double as a
glossy illustrated background. Then change it up when the mood strikes.
The Easter story comes to life through age-appropriate puzzles, activity pages, and stickers in this friendly and fun The Beginner's
Bible Easter Sticker and Activity Book featuring classic art and simply written content from The Beginner's Bible. .
Forty-one colorful reusable sticker images of endearing puppies, kittens, tropical fish, exotic birds, dog houses, and more. Apply to
background illustration to bring an empty pet shop to life.
Young readers will understand the real meaning behind Easter in this addition to the Living Lights™ series of Berenstain Bears
books. Children will discover that Easter is more than candy and egg hunts as they read about the Bear cubs at Sunday school
learning about Jesus’ resurrection and salvation. The Berenstain Bears and the Easter Story—part of the popular Zonderkidz
Living Lights series of books—is perfect for: Early readers ages 4-8 Reading out loud at home or in church small groups Sparking
age appropriate conversations about salvation The Berenstain Bears and the Easter Story: Features the hand-drawn artwork of
the Berenstain family Continues in the much-loved footsteps of Stan and Jan Berenstain as part of the Berenstain Bears series of
books Is part of one of the bestselling children’s book series ever created, with more than 250 books published and nearly 300
million copies sold to date
Brimming with fluffy chicks, bouncing bunnies and leaping lambs, this charming sticker book is a perfect activity book for Easter;
little children will love adding stickers to all the lively scenes and bringing them to life. Themes include decorating eggs, an Easter
egg hunt, Spring flowers, Easter baking, an Easter party and an Easter parade. Sticker books are brilliant for developing essential
fine motor skills and creativity as children carefully choose stickers for each scene. A fun and interactive way for young children to
develop their vocabulary and become familiar with all things associated with the Easter season. With over 300 colourful stickers,
busy scenes, and lots to talk about, there is plenty to keep children occupied for hours.
Adorable Easter themed sticker book packed full of fun springtime sticker activities. 1000 Easter Stickers is a springtime-themed
sticker activity book, packed full of fun spring and Easter activities!
TBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA This Easter-themed sticker activity book is perfect for keeping kids
entertained over the holiday season!Each page is packed with fun coloring and sticker activities, with sweet illustrations and over
250 stickers to use in the book or anywhere you like.At the back of the book, there are card press-outs to press-out and decorate
with your stickers.EASTER-THEMED STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK, WITH CARD PRESS-OUTS AND OVER 250 STICKERS!
Maisy is organizing an Easter egg hunt, in a text with cues that show where to place enclosed stickers.
Perfect for any child's Easter basket -- a great candy alternative at an affordable price! This Silly Sticker Stories(TM) title combines
over 20 Hidden Pictures® puzzles with more than 250 stickers and humorous fill-in-the-blank stories. This book is packed with
holiday stories that get silly when readers get involved! Kids will have a blast solving the Hidden Pictures® puzzles, then placing
the corresponding stickers in the blank spaces of the stories in whatever order they choose, creating a unique silly story from a
multitude of possible combinations. This collection contains bunnies, Easter baskets, chicks, Easter eggs, Easter bonnets--and, of
course, lots and lots of stickers!
Peppa and her friends go on an Easter egg hunt adventure! Includes stickers!
Follow the Easter Bunny on a grand springtime adventure, with a wheel to spin and tabs to pull Meet the Easter Bunny who
brightens his world wherever he goes! Push, pull, spin, and slide your way through his enchanted land. On the front cover, readers
can spin a wheel to animate the character, and holographic foil creates a truly egg-cellent effect. With gentle rhymes, bright colors,
and a bit of sparkle and shine, this novelty board book is sure to delight!
In these Easter-themed stories, preschoolers can fill in the blanks with 140 stickers featuring pictures with corresponding words.
Plus, each story is accompanied by a coordinating coloring page. It's the perfect introduction to reading - as well as a great Easter
basket goodie!
An exciting new sticker book for Easter. Full of fun scenes including an Easter egg hunt, nesting birds and eggs to decorate.
The wonders and joys of nature come to life through age-appropriate puzzles, activity pages, and stickers in this friendly and fun
The Beginner's Bible Wild About Creation Sticker and Activity Book, featuring The Beginner's Bible classic art and simply written
content. Common Core Standards: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.1.1 Ask and answer questions about key details in a text. CCSS.ELA-
Literacy.RL.1.3 Describe characters, settings, and major events in a story, using key details. CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.1.7 Use the
illustrations and details in a text to describe its key ideas.
EyeLike Stickers: Christmas celebrates the biggest holiday of the year with 400 high-quality, photographic images that are
amazingly lifelike in color and detail. The durable, reusable stickers are designed to be stuck on and peeled off over and over
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again without losing adhesive. Ornaments and Santa hats, reindeer and an old-fashioned sleigh, trees to decorate, stockings to
hang, presents to unwrap—every page of stickers captures the feeling of Christmas. Use them to decorate notebooks, cards,
scrapbooks, crafts, party invitations, lunchboxes, even windows; create a lively scene on the book’s inside front and back
covers—which double as glossy illustrated backgrounds—and change them up when the mood strikes.
An amazing activity book with card press-outs and over 500 stickers!
Alex Ayliffe's bright, colourful characters feature as stickers in this story and activity book. The book contains a retelling of the
Easter story, with spaces left for children to fill with the appropriate sticker to complete the story. Accompanying the retelling are
extra activities about what can be found on the page - counting, naming, identifying - for which extra stickers are supplied. The
stickers come on a double page spread in the centre of the book, and are grouped and numbered according to activity to make it
easy to select the right sticker to complete the task.
Celebrate Easter in Woodland with stickers and more in this Franklin Activity Book.
On Sale Now $6.99 (Regular Price $12.95) This beautiful blank sticker book is the perfect place for your kids to collect all their
Easter stickers in one convenient location. Included in Your Blank Sticker Book Blank Page: 200 pages for your kids to have fun
with their lovely stickers. Fun and Interactive: Encourage their creative minds by collecting and pasting their stickers on their own.
User-Friendly: Materials used are safe for your kids. 80.5 x 11 Inch: A perfectly sized journal for your kids to collect Easter stickers.
This 200 - page blank sticker book is ideal for those kids who want to organize and cherish their stickers forever. Sticker Album will
help keep all your Easter stickers together in one place in a convenient and easy-to-use album for quick access. If your children is
an avid sticker collector, get this Sticker Album and nurture your kid's hobby and creativity. Get inspired by this book and put a
smile on your child's face! Order STICKER ALBUM: Blank Sticker Book Journal (Easter Day Edition) now!
The Berenstain Bears come to life with puzzles, activity pages, and reusable stickers in the newest Berenstain Bears sticker and
activity book The Berenstain Bears Easter Fun Sticker and Activity Book. Celebrate Easter and the joy and fun of springtime with
the Bear family and their Bear Country friends and neighbors.
Twelve adorable images of furry and feathery creatures filling baskets, decorating eggs, and modeling Easter bonnets.
With over 130 stickers, this springtime storybook will keep little ones busy for hours!
Peppa loves Easter! Join Peppa, George and all their friends in this sticker activity book, packed with Easter fun. With
lots of puzzles and activities, this sticker activity book will keep all little Peppa fans busy. Also look out for the new Easter
Egg shaped board book, Peppa Pig- Easter Egg 9780241371565
Celebrate Easter with Paint by Sticker Kids! Peel the sticker, place the sticker, and make 10 bright and lively sticker
paintings, including Easter bunnies, baskets, and spring flowers. All fun, no mess! Paint by Sticker: Kids books have
more than 1.8 million copies in print.
#1 New York Times bestseller! Author and artist James Dean brings us along for a hippity-hoppity Easter adventure with
the coolest cat around—Pete! Pete jumps in to help the Easter Bunny in Pete the Cat: Big Easter Adventure. When Pete
wakes up Easter morning, ready to check out his basket of goodies, he discovers the Easter Bunny needs a little extra
help. Our favorite groovy blue cat puts on his bunny ears and finds a way to collect, paint, and hide the eggs, all in time
for Easter! Fans of Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes, Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy Buttons, Pete the Cat:
Rocking in My School Shoes, and Pete the Cat Saves Christmas will love this Easter-themed Pete storybook.
Fun-filled activity book features 2 "blank" eggs on inside covers and 32 full-color stickers: bunnies, tulips, a lamb,
daffodils, more. Youngsters apply reusable stickers to eggs again and again.
This exciting sticker book encourages children to fill in the spooky scenes using the colorful stickers provided. Scary
scenes include trick or treating, a haunted house, a ghost ship and a monster garden. With over 400 ghoulish stickers to
choose from.
Amazing women of the Bible come to life through age-appropriate puzzles, activity pages, and 50 reusable stickers in
these friendly and fun sticker and activity book featuring The Beginner's Bible classic art and simply written content.
Children will love learning about Deborah, Ruth and Naomi, Queen Esther and more as they delight in the stories, art,
and activities in The Beginner's Bible Super Girls from the Bible Sticker and Activity Book.
Learning to count from 1 to 10 has never been so much fun! Features two pages of cute, colorful reusable stickers.
Children will love learning to count from 1 to 10 with this interactive sticker book! Each page features bright, bold
illustrations and simple instructions for readers to add the correct number of stickers to each page. Two pages of cute
and colorful reusable stickers feature many familiar objects, such as pigs, monkeys, frogs, socks, owls, ladybugs, and
more. To reinforce learning, young readers are also encouraged to add the number stickers to the correct group of
objects at the end of the book.
A fun sticker book packed full of colourful nature scenes
Easter Sticker BookUsborne Books
Learn the alphabet with this engaging and fun sticker book, with over 150 stickers. Sticker books are a brilliant way for
children to develop their fine motor control, concentration skills and creativity.
It's time to get ready for Easter with all the characters from Nickelodeon's SpongeBob SquarePants! Perfect for boys and
girls ages 3-7, this activity book features more than 30 shiny stickers.
Easter arrives in Ponyville, and the ponies have a lot to celebrate! Use your imagination, and two pages of reusable
stickers, to design fun adventures for your favorite ponies!
Peppa, George and all their friends are celebrating Easter. Join them in this activity book packed with puzzles, stickers
and Easter fun!
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